
September 9th 2020 - Week 9 Term 3 

NEWSLETTER 

Principal’s Message 
 
As many of you are aware the road map out of the COVID19 lockdown for Victoria has been released. The information we 
have been given does allow us to do a little bit of thinking about the early part of Term 4. For Week 1 of Term 4      
(October 5th – 9th) we will all continue with remote learning. There will be some exams for senior students during this 
week, as detailed below. 
 
The great news is on Monday 12 October (Week 2 of Term 4) all students and staff will be back on site doing the  
teaching and learning work that is so important. The key to this happening is that we follow the DET COVID-safe plan. At 
this stage this will include temperature checks for all students, mask wearing for those older than 12 years, frequent use of 
hand sanitiser, extra cleaning of surfaces that are often touched and, where practicable, remaining 1.5 m apart. Of course 
the other thing to remember for those with a phone is that the Minister still wants them not to be with you  
during the school day. So please put them in your phone locker when you arrive at school. Lots to do, but when we all do 
what is required of us we have a day without argument and a day we can all enjoy. 
 
Our students who are doing a Year 12 subject will be doing the GAT on Wednesday 7 October. We will then follow this with 
three days of practice exams spread over the Thursday, Friday and following Monday to minimise  
disruption and allow for the exams to be completed with maximum time for feedback to be acted on.  A trial exam  
timetable will be developed for these students before the term is over. This will mean that when all students return to the 
Tambo campus on the Monday 12 they will need to be mindful of the noise they make around the Trade Skills  
Centre. This is the building we will be using to host the trial exams as this will be the facility we will use for the end of year 
exams. 

 
Continued over page. 

Important Dates 
 
Friday September 18 – Last day of Term 3 - School holidays commence 
 
Monday October 5 - First day of Term 4 - All students return to learning at home for this week 
      - Work packs for Flagstaff students will be available from school, or delivered by bus, on Monday afternoon 
 

Wednesday October 7 – GAT (General Achievement Test) 10am – 1.15pm for Year 12 students 
 
Thursday, Friday, Monday October 8, 9 & 12 – Trial exams for Year 12 subjects 
 
Monday October 12 – All students return to learning at school 
 
Tuesday October 13 – Annual Report to the school community: public meeting online, followed by School Council meeting 
online 
 
Wednesday November 10 – Year 12 exams commence 



 
We are aware that in Term 4 we usually have a focus on transition for students into the school and through it, with the 
very exciting end for some. At this stage the government does still have restrictions in place around visitors onto the school 
site, so we will have to modify some of what we historically have done to meet these expectations. 
 
Even given the current arrangements for each part of Victoria to move to having less restrictions, we are aware that some 
of our end of year activities are not likely to proceed. However, the government has made some decisions that many of us 
believed we would never see. So I am hopeful that we may be able to hold some of those events of  
significance that help students celebrate a year of learning and a very unique twelve months for our community and the 
students within it. 
 
For some of our Year 9 students the year may have a further twist in it given that their opportunity to experience the 
School for Student Leadership may go ahead. Students involved in this details have been sent the relevant details. 
Each year the Campus leaders at Flagstaff are keen to host a Pet Parade. This year we can do it differently but still have the 
opportunity to share. So for our students at Flagstaff next Wednesday 16 September will be Pet Day. The pet may be either 
real or virtual. So via webex students can share their pets. Each of the teachers will set up a time for this to share within 
the class. If you are going to bring along a virtual pet you will need to be able to share an  
image, or drawing, or video, or description of your pet. If students can limit their sharing to just three pets please or the 
session will go for too long. 
 
In summary: 
Two weeks of remote learning, two weeks of holidays, one week of remote learning, then all students and staff back   

learning on site at the start of Week 2, Term 4.  

 

 

 

Robert  Boucher 

 

 

Annual Report to the School Community meeting 
 
On the evening of Tuesday October 13 School Council will hold an open meeting to present the 2019 Annual Report to the 

school community. The Annual Report provides principals and school councils with an opportunity to share the year’s 

achievements and progress with the school community. This includes reflecting on the school’s performance, and how   

improvement efforts have impacted student outcomes. Details of how to join this meeting will be sent next term. 

Pivot Pulse Check Surveys 
 
Students and parents have been sent a link to a short survey which will give us feedback on this second round of remote 

learning. The data gathered by this survey will be helpful for us to be better providers of remote and in school learning in 

the future. Your cooperation in completing the survey will be much appreciated.  



Year 8 English - Alliteration 



They were given a variety of materials and asked to use these to clean a  sample of water to see which would 

This week the Year 7 Science  
students were asked to use their knowledge of sepa-
ration  
techniques to try to clean a dirty water sample.  They 

were given a variety of materials and asked to use 

these to clean a  sample of water to see which would 

work the 

best. Here are 

just some of 

the photos 

from their 

experiments.  

The Clean Water Challenge - Year 7 Science  



 

The Year 5/6 Students have been looking at adaptations that help animals and plants survive in the natural environments. 
They were set the challenge of creating a new camouflage for butterflies to help them hide around their homes.  

CAN YOU FIND THE  
BUTTERFLIES CREATED  

BY MAX DARBY? 



Aboriginal Dreamtime story 'How the Turtle got its Shell'  

Aboriginal Dreamtime Story 'Why the Platypus is Special'  

PREP/GRADE 1  ART 



 



 



 



 


